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Prior to the competition, students should have engaged in a sustained study of one or more 

books. Choosing from a list of titles, students will compose a creative response, which may be a 

poem, an original song with lyrics and musical score, letter to a major character, a letter from a 

major character to a leader or influential person connected to the time or struggle, or an 

additional scene or sequel event to the story.  
 

The response must include an explanation that answers the following questions: 

 ~Why did you choose this response form ….song, letter, skit, etc? 

~What additional theme or idea (other than the idea of tenacity) that the author presented through 

the story are you trying to show through your creative piece? 

 

2019-2020 MS Tenacity Challenge Book Titles 

The Other Wes Moore by Wes Moore 250 pages 

The chilling truth is that his story could have been mine. The tragedy is that my story could have 

been his.  Two kids named Wes Moore were born blocks apart within a year of each other. Both 

grew up fatherless in similar Baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult childhoods; both hung 

out on street corners with their crews; both ran into trouble with the police. How, then, did one 

grow up to be a Rhodes Scholar, decorated veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader, 

while the other ended up a convicted murderer serving a life sentence? Wes Moore, the author of 

this fascinating book, sets out to answer this profound question. In alternating narratives that take 

readers from heart-wrenching losses to moments of surprising redemption, The Other Wes 

Moore tells the story of a generation of boys trying to find their way in a hostile world.  

 

Piecing Me Together by Renee Watson 277 pages 

Sixteen-year-old Jade dreams of success beyond her neighborhood despite the prejudices that 

surround her.  For two years, Jade has been a scholarship student at a predominantly white 

private high school where she is one of few African-American students—the only one from her 

“bad” neighborhood in Portland, Oregon. Jade’s mom struggles to make ends meet. At school, 

Jade has many opportunities, steppingstones to move beyond her neighborhood someday, maybe 

even travel the world. But sometimes these opportunities and her white guidance counselor make 

Jade feel like a charity case. Junior year brings yet another opportunity that leaves Jade feeling 

judged and pitied: the Woman to Woman mentorship program, which promises a full college 

scholarship to mentees. Jade’s mentor, Maxine, is both well-intentioned and also black, but she’s 

from a wealthy family. Jade chafes against the way Maxine treats her as though she needs to be 



saved. Through Jade’s insightful and fresh narration, Watson presents a powerful story that 

challenges stereotypes about girls with “coal skin and hula-hoop hips” who must contend with 

the realities of racial profiling and police brutality. Jade’s passion for collage and photography 

help her to find her voice and advocate not only for herself, but for her community. 

Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson 192 pages 

Just before she begins seventh grade, Haley tells the story of the previous school year, when she 

and five other students from an experimental classroom were brought together. Each has been 

bullied or teased about their difficulties in school, and several face real challenges at home. 

Haley is biracial and cared for by her white uncle due to the death of her African-American 

mother and her white father’s incarceration. Esteban, of Dominican heritage, is coping with his 

father’s detention by ICE and the possible fracturing of his family. It is also a time when Amari 

learns from his dad that he can no longer play with toy guns because he is a boy of color. This 

reveals the divide between them and their white classmate, Ashton. “It’s not fair that you’re a 

boy and Ashton’s a boy and he can do something you can’t do anymore. That’s not freedom,” 

Haley says. They support one another, something Haley needs as she prepares for her father’s 

return from prison and her uncle’s decision to move away. Woodson delivers a powerful tale of 

community and mutual growth. The bond they develop is palpable. Haley’s recorder is both an 

important plot element and a metaphor for the power of voice and story. The characters ring true 

as they discuss issues both personal and global. This story, told with exquisite language and 

clarity of narrative, is both heartbreaking and hopeful. 

 

A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park 128 pages 

Salva Dut is 11 years old when war raging in the Sudan separates him from his family. To avoid 

the conflict, he walks for years with other refugees, seeking sanctuary and scarce food and water. 

Park simply yet convincingly depicts the chaos of war and an unforgiving landscape as they 

expose Salva to cruelties both natural and man-made. The lessons Salva remembers from his 

family keep him from despair during harsh times in refugee camps and enable him, as a young 

man, to begin a new life in America. As Salva’s story unfolds, readers also learn about another 

Sudanese youth, Nya, and how these two stories connect contributes to the satisfying conclusion. 

This story is told as fiction, but it is based on real-life experiences of one of the “Lost Boys” of 

the Sudan. Salva and Nya’s compelling voices lift their narrative out of the “issue” of the 

Sudanese War, and only occasionally does the explanation of necessary context intrude in the 

storytelling. Salva’s heroism and the truth that water is a source of both conflict and 

reconciliation receive equal, crystal-clear emphasis in this heartfelt account.  

Danger Zone by David Klass  240 pages 

Basketball, racism, and international terrorism are all ingredients in Klass's latest offering. 

Jimmy Doyle, high school junior and standout guard from Minnesota, is one of 10 players 

selected to represent the USA in an international tournament to be held in Rome. Upon arriving 

in Los Angeles for team practices, he's thrown together with ethnic and culturally diverse 

teammates who quickly open his eyes to a much wider world. He immediately clashes with team 



star and South-Central L.A. native Augustus LeMay, who feels Jimmy is on the team only 

because he is white. As the tournament in Rome unfolds, the American team is subjected to 

verbal abuse by a group of skinhead fans from Germany, which escalates into a physical 

confrontation, and later results in a death threat against the U.S. squad. The Americans still 

manage to make it to the championship game, which culminates in a last-second game-winning 

basket and also a gunshot. Told through Doyle's eyes, the narrative features memorable 

characters and thought-provoking situations. While the terrorist threat may seem a bit extreme, 

the racial tension throughout the book rings true, and readers seeking lots of hoop action will be 

thoroughly satisfied.  

Booked by Kwame Alexander 320 pages 

Nick Hall is a bright eighth-grader who would rather do anything other than pay attention in 

class. Instead he daydreams about soccer, a girl he likes, and an upcoming soccer tournament. 

His linguistics-professor father carefully watches his educational progress, requiring extra 

reading and word study, much to Nick’s chagrin and protest. Fortunately, his best friend, Coby, 

shares his passion for soccer—and, sadly, the unwanted attention of twin bullies in their school. 

Nick senses something is going on with his parents, but their announcement that they are 

separating is an unexpected blow: “it’s like a bombshell / drops / right in the center / of your 

heart / and it splatters / all across your life.” The stress leads to counseling, and his life is further 

complicated by injury and emergency surgery. His soccer dream derailed, Nick turns to the 

books he has avoided and finds more than he expected. Alexander’s highly anticipated follow-up 

to Newbery-winning The Crossover is a reflective narrative, with little of the first book’s 

explosive energy.  

Before We Were Free by Julia Alvarez 192 pages 

A 12-year-old girl bears witness to the Dominican Revolution of 1961 in a powerful first-person 

narrative. The story opens as Anita’s cousins (the Garcia girls of Alvarez’s 1991 adult 

debut, How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents), hurriedly pack to leave the country. This 

signals the end of childhood innocence for Anita. In short succession, her family finds the secret 

police parked in their driveway; the American consul moves in next door; and her older sister 

Lucinda is packed off to join her cousins in New York after she attracts the unwelcome attention 

of El Jefe Trujillo, the country’s dictator. Anita’s family, it seems, is intimately involved with the 

political resistance to Trujillo, and she, perforce, is drawn into the emotional maelstrom. The 

present-tense narrative lends the story a gripping immediacy, as Anita moves from the healthy, 

self-absorbed naïveté of early adolescence to a prematurely aged understanding of the world’s 

brutality. Her entree into puberty goes hand in hand with her entree into this adult world of 

terror: “I don’t want to be a señorita now that I know what El Jefe does to señoritas.” According 

to an author’s note, Alvarez (How Tía Lola Came to Visit Stay, 2001, etc.) drew upon the 

experiences of family members who stayed behind in the Dominican Republic during this period 

of political upheaval, crafting a story that, in its matter-of-fact detailing of the increasingly 

surreal world surrounding Anita, feels almost realer than life.  

Us,  in Progress  by LuLu Declare 256 pages 

Based on actual accounts, this dynamic short story collection focuses on and delves into the 

nuances of the lives of young Latinos and Latinas in the United States. In the opening story, 



“The Attack,” readers are exposed to a medical emergency gone wrong when police racially 

profile a young Mexican-American man undergoing an epileptic seizure with a knife in hand. 

The story lands like a gut punch, and the following 11 also leave impressions and invite 

considerable scrutiny. Another touching narrative, titled “Burrito Man,” depicts the sudden death 

of a Salvadoran father saving for his daughter’s college tuition as an unassuming food vendor in 

D.C. Inspired by true stories and woven with cultural details and Spanish dialects appropriate to 

different Latin American countries, the collection is penetrating: Latin American families are 

divided by deportation; illness and poverty are constant struggles; characters feel guilt, shame, 

and an inescapable sense of being unwelcome in the U.S. Tech-industry gentrifiers and 

neighborhood kids clash over a San Francisco soccer field; a privileged, fifth-generation middle-

class Tejano harbors palpable prejudices and misconceptions about unaccompanied children 

crossing the border.  


